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Renaissance Poodles
The Newsletter of Poodle Rescue of New England
Welcome Note…by Mahala Beams
Recently, while walking my pack (two poodles and a mixed
breed), I thought about why dogs mean so much to us.
First and foremost, as any dog owner knows, dogs offer us their
unconditional love, attention and enthusiasm. They respond to
our happiness, sadness, excitement or boredom and to our good
or ill health. They offer solace during our difficult times and
share the joy of life with us during the good times.
Because they need frequent outings, we walk with them into the
open air often and reconnect with nature, no matter the time or
the season. Since dogs live in the moment, we do also. While
they delight in a brisk turn around the neighborhood, thrill at the
movement of a squirrel or frisk during a lively game of fetch, we
savor the song of a cardinal, the brilliance of a scarlet maple or
the feathery touch of snowflakes. As they explore the many
fascinating scents around them, we too enjoy the aroma of lilacs,
the smell of summer rains and the scent of crisp autumn leaves.
As children do, dogs demand from us consistency and
responsibility since that is what they need for their wellbeing.
Like children also, they are innocent and to a great degree,
helpless; they depend upon us for the quality of their lives. Our
compassion for them increases our humanity. We can only do so
much to fix the many woes in the wider world, yet we can make
their worlds wonderful.
Despite unfortunate beginnings or difficult circumstances, all
dogs have the right and the potential to lead good lives in loving
families as stories such as Annie’s show (page 1). Thus the
ongoing work of rescue organizations like PRNE is so
important. Please continue to help; make a donation, volunteer,
foster a dog in transition, adopt a dog in need, or better still, a
senior dog. As we transform the lives of dogs, they will give
back in kind, enhancing our lives enormously.

………

Annie

One Dog Changes a Community
... by Alice O’Connor and Roxanne Houghton
It has been a long and winding road for Little Orphan Annie, one
filled with sadness for her plight but also with hope for her future.
Her journey began in the spring of 2010 when she was found
during a rainstorm in the middle of a busy road, matted so
severely she couldn’t walk or see, scared and injured. An animal
loving passerby called the police who stopped traffic until the
Animal Control Officer could arrive. Annie was taken to the
local shelter and then put into foster care where she began to
heal, physically and emotionally.
The outpouring of support and concern for her was tremendous.
People from all over the country donated to help with her
medical needs, which were extensive. Since being rescued
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One Dog Changes a Community… continued from page 1
Annie has had multiple skin and ear infections treated, has been
spayed and has undergone two surgeries to repair luxating
patellas on both legs.
Happily, a wonderful family has adopted Annie. They have
allowed her to blossom at her own pace and have accepted her
just as she is, eccentricities and all. She is now the picture of
health and happiness.
Annie brought people together, bonding them in a common goal
– to help one little dog recover and find a home. She has “paid it
forward” in ways that will continue to benefit the animal welfare
community:
• Her story has educated the public on the positive impact of
timely spaying on a female dog’s health.
• Her plight has raised awareness about lost and/or abandoned
pets
• Annie’s rescue served as a lesson to schoolchildren in
Attleboro, MA on sharing and helping four legged victims of
neglect. Teachers in several schools asked their students not
to bring gifts at the end of the school year but rather to make
a donation to Annie for her medical care. What a lesson in
humanity!

MA, has agreed to donate services for needy animals and has
been helpful in finding homes for the areas homeless pets.
Goldmark Federal Credit Union in Attleboro, MA,
sponsored Annie’s initial fundraiser and now holds events to
help place homeless animals. Recently they served as the
collection site for donations made to help pets affected by
the tornados in Springfield, MA. Annie’s picture and a
rescue prayer hang in the lobby of the Attleboro Veterinary
Clinic (where all her care was donated or provided at deeply
discounted rates), uplifting employees’ hearts and spirits
each time they see her face.
• The balance of money collected for Annie will now go to
provide medical and behavioral care for the poodles that
PRNE rescues.
When Annie first came into PRNE, we had no idea what her
rescue would entail, but we were committed to making her
whole again, in mind and body. We also had no idea of the ways
in which she would touch an entire community. We have all
since found that there are life lessons to be had from simply
caring about another being and doing our best to help. Annie’s
determination to overcome the hand she was dealt and her ability
to forgive has made us all strive to be better humans.

………

• Donations in Annie’s name have provided care for other
needy animals. Gidget, another PRNE rescue, has received
necessary medical care; an old Chihuahua at TJO Shelter
underwent a much needed dental; a blind poodle mix at
MSPCA received care from an ophthalmologist; and horses
and donkeys once slated for slaughter, but now residing at
Winslow Farm Sanctuary in Norton, MA, received bales of hay.
• Her situation has exposed the fact that even poodles need
rescuing. Many regard poodles as pampered pets living the
life of luxury and don’t realize that they too suffer neglect
and abuse.
• The connection with Annie has formed new and lasting
relationships that will benefit other needy animals. A canine
physical therapist has agreed to reduce costs to treat injured
and recovering animals. Tower Animal Hospital in Andover,

Stylish Annie!
PRNE receives 10% of all orders placed through our website for
goods at dogcollarboutique.com (where Annie gets all her
fashionable gear!). For more information, visit:
http://poodlerescuenewengland.org/category/gift-shop/

Thank you, Roxanne!
PRNE wishes to thank Roxanne Houghton for her exceptional efforts on the
behalf of dogs in need and particularly for the role she played in connecting
Annie with Poodle Rescue of New England. Annie’s plight brought in much
needed funds not only to help her, but to help other rescued dogs.
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Figaro, Figaro, Fi-ga-ro… by Mahala Beams
After we adopted Triton, a six-year-old apricot standard from
PRNE in the fall of 2007 to fill the void left by the death of our
beloved lab Echo, we began to think about adopting another
poodle as a companion for Triton.
Triton had turned out to be a wonderful addition to our family
(see “Triton the Terrific” in the May 2008 issue of Renaissance
Poodles) and we thought he might enjoy a canine playmate.
Raised with two other poodles, a toy and a mini, Triton seemed
to prefer smaller dogs, so we decided on a mini. Soon I saw
pictures of an adorable young black miniature poodle available
through PRNE. Since I had grown up with Coquette, a miniature
black poodle, I was smitten.
After several conversations considering the implications of
having two dogs instead of one, my husband and I decided to
visit the available mini in his foster home and see if he might be
a “fit.” Of course, it was love at first sight. This perky, energetic
little dog pranced into the living room of his foster home and
right into our hearts. Soon he came to live with us under his new
name of Figaro (since we are an opera loving pair).
Little did we know that we were soon to become a 4-dog
household - at least for a while. My younger son would accept a
position teaching in Central America for a year, leaving his
wonderful dog, Argo, (the size a small deer) with us, and soon
after, my older son would enlist in the Marines, leaving with us
his dog, Avril, a cute beagle-Jack-Russell-terrier with a little
“whatever” mixed in.
But we had a few months with just Triton and Figaro before the
other two dogs joined our household during which we began the
process of adjusting to life with Figaro. He and Triton did just
fine together, playing nicely inside the house with Triton always
getting down to Figaro’s level to spar with him and racing
around together in our fenced in yard. However, it quickly
became apparent that Figaro had some issues.

Figaro

First of all, his house-training was definitely “iffy” at best. We
would let him out frequently to “perform” in the yard. After a
long time out frisking about in the snow, tackling sticks, and
chasing anything that moved, he would come in and promptly do
his business on the floor. So I began to shadow him outside to
make sure that he had “produced” before he came back in. But
this was often to no avail. Figaro seemed to have little idea that
going outside was for doing any more than playing. Curiously,
he had no problem lasting through the night in his crate. But I
would have to pick him up the minute we opened the door of the
crate and carry him outside to avoid a puddle.
In desperation, I consulted with friends in PRNE. The good
advice I got was to take him out on the leash (despite having a
fenced in yard) and to reward him when he produced outside.
After producing, he could go off leash to play. Also his foster
mother had suggested I continue to try to train him to ring bells
strung on the door when he needed to go out as she had done
with some limited success. Always keeping him with me in the
house, even on a leash if necessary, was another suggestion.
Slowly, these strategies began to work. Gradually Figaro
became much more reliable although leaving him for more than
4 or 5 hours was not a good idea. Fortunately, my husband and I
often worked at home.
Figaro had a few other quirks as well. It was obvious that his
previous owners, possibly because of illness in the family, had
missed that early window for socialization and training between
3 weeks and 4 months or so in which dogs can pick up good
habits so quickly with proper training. Instead of coming when
called, Figaro regarded attempts to corral him as invitations for
lively games of chase. Shying away when anyone tried to pat
him on the top of his head, he was nervous and wary around

Continued on page 4
Walking the pack
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Figaro… continued from page 3
people he didn’t know. A high-strung little creature, he barked at
anything that moved in the neighborhood. Settling down at night
involved first a requisite tug of war with a favorite toy and then
some extensive chomping on his blankie, the tattered remains of
a little pillow. Eventually when that blankie disintegrated, he
accepted a fleece throw as a substitute, but no way would he settle
at night without it clamped between his jaws.
But how he loved children and still does. When our
grandchildren visit, he is ecstatic, playing with them until he
drops. He swims, sleds and runs with them, plays fetch or chase,
races while they ice skate or burrows while they build snow
forts. When they leave with their parents, he cries inconsolably.

Figaro helps grandchildren Abby and Matt.
And he “helps” me garden with much the same energy and
enthusiasm although often undoing everything I am trying to
accomplish. He gleefully steals and then strews weeds
everywhere, digs holes just where I don’t want them and uproots
the plants that I have just planted.
But overall after two and a half years he has made a lot of
progress and settled into his life with us and the other dogs
beautifully. And yes, we have developed all sorts of tricks for
getting him to do what we need him to do, when we need him to do it.
And what a sweetie he is, always ready for a good cuddle. If my
husband settles down on the couch for a nap, Figaro rushes to
get his blankie, drags it downstairs and hops up on the couch to
keep him company. If I lounge on the bed with a good book,
Figaro excitedly joins me, plopping heavily onto my legs or lap.
Life with our pack might have been a little easier without Figaro,
but life is certainly infinitely more rewarding with him.

Avril, Figaro and Triton

Let us Know!
Please let us know if you have a topic, a
question, a suggestion, a photo or a story to
share for the next issue of the newsletter.
Email us at:
info@poodlerescuene.org.
Thanks!

………

My goal in life is to be as good a person as my
dog already thinks I am. ~ Author Unknown

Figaro looks for tadpoles.
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Micah the Adventurer…
by Marjorie Jacobs
A couple of weeks ago, my husband, Micah and I ventured north
to Maine where our friends have a house overlooking a pristine
lake surrounded by majestic pines. The lake is the home of two
loons that love to fish dangerously close to boats.
Micah is an athletic adventurer. She loves to swim, chase balls,
hike, and leap into the air to catch a Frisbee. This picture of
Micah and me was taken early in the morning when the loons
were playing with us. Micah was sitting on my lap mesmerized,
and for a minute, I was afraid that she would take the plunge to
swim with them. Content to be close to me and glide through
still, crystal water, she remained calm, and we continued with
our kayacking meditation.

………

Micah and Marjorie

Paws
in the
Park
2011
PRNE Volunteers

Amy, Connie and Ave with poodle helpers

On Sunday, May 22, 2011, Poodle Rescue of
New England participated in the 2011 Paws in
The Park Event at the Wayside Inn in Sudbury,
MA. Activities included an agility ring,
demonstrations, a parade of adoptable dogs,
doggie games, face painting for the kids, a silent
auction, raffles, and displays by commercial
vendors. Many rescue groups participated and a
fabulous time was had by the PRNE volunteers
who attended. Paws in the Park is sponsored by
Save a Dog Humane Society. For more
information visit:
http://www.saveadog.org/
Connie and poodles

Arthur and Diane
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News from the PRNE Polices Group about Changes at PRNE
The Policies Group was established a few years ago when the Board consisted of only three members and more people wanted to get
involved. Policies Group members have taken on responsibilities to help PRNE grow and run smoothly. Everyone who is a member
of the Group has an active role within PRNE to help it carry on its mission. The Policies Group meets regularly every one or two months.
As we all know, all organizations undergo periods of change and
reconfiguration; PRNE is no exception. In the last year, PRNE
has accepted the resignation of three valued members of the
board, Alice O’Connor, Sue Matre, and Laura Klein Plunkett.
We are enormously grateful to these individuals for the
contributions they have made over the years and thankful for the
ways in which they continue to support PRNE.
Fortunately, however, long-time volunteer Merrilea Agostino
has continued on the board and assumed the Presidency. Other
long-time volunteers have stepped up to the plate in the last
months as well. Gayle Morelli has assumed the position of
Clerk; Amanda Lion is Treasurer; and Anne Aronson and Amy
Moore also serve as board members.

Anne Aronson, as well as serving on the board, will be the new
Volunteer Coordinator. She will respond to all volunteer
inquiries.
Liz Chinian and Kim Rosen are the new Event Co-coordinators.
They will coordinate PRNE participation in three events
(Whisker Walk, Paws in the Park and Pet Rock), work with
event organizers to get information and forward to PRNE
volunteers to make sure PRNE has good coverage at these
events. If other events come up, they will decide if PRNE
should participate.
PRNE is indeed fortunate to have such a dedicated group of
volunteers as we move into the future!

………

Tribute to Alice O’Connor
We are sorry to announce
that Alice O'Connor has
resigned from the Board of
PRNE as of May 18, 2011.
As Volunteer Coordinator,
Alice has left very big
shoes to fill. She oversaw
all
volunteer
events,
recruited volunteers and
helped them to learn the
ins and outs of rescue. In
addition, Alice fostered
many dogs and served as a
mentor for new foster
Alice O’Connor and Juliana
families.
She
was
instrumental in establishing clear guidelines for volunteers to
follow to ensure all dogs in foster homes were properly cared
for. In addition to helping with intake, Alice was the first to
volunteer to pick up a dog or help transport. She made blankets
to sell at the picnic and knitted sweaters too, as well as
contributing to the newsletter.
These are just some of the many things Alice has done for
PRNE over the years. Please join us in wishing the best to Alice
in her future endeavors. We are grateful to Alice for her years
of dedication and commitment and are pleased that she is going
to continue to volunteer as a member of the Newsletter
Committee and in some other capacities.

………

Tribute to Sue Matre
PRNE wishes to thank Sue
Matre for her exceptional
service over more than 12
years and to wish her the best
as she moves on to a new
location and new activities.
With her she will take her two
recently adopted long time
foster dogs, Greta and Abby.
Over the years Sue has served
PRNE in a variety of
capacities. She has fostered,
transported dogs, helped with
intake, and gone on home
visits. In addition, she has
taken care of the dogs in Jack’s
Sue Matre with Spunky
House, a temporary home for
dogs in transition. Finally, she has served on the Board for many
years, for part of the time as President.
Endlessly patient and dedicated, particularly in working with
dogs coming into PRNE with behavioral issues, no volunteer
has been more dedicated and more committed to the mission of
PRNE. Believing that PRNE should “spare no expense, time or
effort on any dog, whether it be old, young, sick or requiring
extensive surgeries,” she will be sorely missed on the board.
Happily, she will continue her work with PRNE in other ways.

………
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Spotlight on a Volunteer: Arlowane Clark… by Mahala Beams
In this regular feature of our newsletter, we shine light on the work of individuals who don’t seek the spotlight, but who deserve
acclaim for their special dedication and long-term commitment to the work of Poodle Rescue of New England.

In this issue of the newsletter we are very pleased to recognize
Arlowane Clark for her many years of dedication to the rescue
work of Poodle Rescue of New England. Remarkably, since the
mid-1990’s Arlowane has fostered at least 25 dogs, seeing them
all eventually into good homes with loving families.
Arlowane’s affection for poodles began early on when her
mother acquired a black standard poodle named Peppy. This
affection led her to adopt her first poodle from PRNE in 1996.
Heidi, a white toy between 5 and 7 years old when she came into
Arlowane’s life, lived happily to a ripe old age. It was after her
acquisition of Heidi and her introduction to the rescue work of
PRNE that she began to foster PRNE rescues. One of her first
placements, Pebbles, went into her mother’s home where she
became the apple of her mother’s eye and a loving companion
for her mother in her later years.
When I asked Arlowane about her memories of all her foster
dogs, she reported that mostly life went quite smoothly with
them without a lot of “drama.” However, she does remember a
few particularly. One was a lovely little silver mini to which
Arlowane became so attached that as she left her in her new
home, she couldn’t stop the tears, all the while reassuring the
new owner that she really was all right, just a little sad, and that
she really did want to place the little silver girl in a new home.
Another memory was of a little black male poodle, just a puppy,
that tried out his sharp little puppy teeth on a lot of her kitchen
cabinets. She was delighted to place him in a new home, but
kept expecting a call from his new owners telling her to come
and take him back because his little teeth were doing so much
damage. Instead, happily, his new family called to say how
much they adored him. She also remembers fondly the little
black poodle she had for over two years before he was adopted
despite being a little piqued that he seemed very happy to stay
with the elderly couple that adopted him when she left.
The most disturbing experience she had as a fosterer was picking
up a little poodle from a father and two children who seemed
totally callous and uncaring while turning their long-time family
pet over to PRNE. That particular poodle was small, skinny and
had little hair and thus was not very appealing in appearance, but
was a sweet little dog. Arlowane was thrilled when she was able
to place her in a wonderful loving family with a beautiful home.
The highlight of fostering for Arlowane was when she fostered
Scarlet, an apricot “tweeney” – between toy and mini sized at 89 pounds. She fell in love with Scarlet, soon adopting her, and
enjoying her companionship to this day. Soon after, another
PRNE volunteer found a friend for Scarlet, another apricot
named Kelly. Arlowane, Scarlet and Kelly have been a happy
threesome ever since.

Arlowane Clark with Scarlet and Kelly
Another positive aspect of her work with PRNE has been the
wonderful caring people she has met and gets to associate with
in her rescue work. Arlowane greatly enjoys being included in
PRNE gatherings and events like the annual fall picnic. She
relishes socializing and sharing stories with her PRNE friends
who she deems “such giving people.”
Although fostering has not been without its difficult moments,
mostly when she had to leave her foster dogs in new homes, she
asserts that life would have been very dull without her foster
dogs. She gave and received a lot of love, which is, after all, the
best part of fostering, and had the satisfaction of seeing her
foster dogs placed into welcoming and loving families. Although
recovery from a fall has prevented her from accepting new foster
dogs in recent months, she plans to resume fostering soon.
We salute Arlowane for her devotion to the many dogs she has
fostered and thank her so much for her commitment to PRNE’s
rescue work. We wish her many more happy experiences
fostering dogs in the future and hope her excellent example will
inspire others to take up the very important work of fostering
dogs in need.

………
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Preventing Dog Bites in Children… by Jessica Janowski
Jessica Janowski is a Professional Trainer who acts as a Behavior Consultant and
Training Clinician for Poodle Rescue of New England. She generously donates her time
and skills to our foster dogs. For more information, please visit Jessica’s website:
http://www.puppyplease.com/

Jessica with Etta

Rules for Kids
Safety starts at home. Kids and dogs can co-exist beautifully
together if kids can remember some rules to help protect them.
Parents should practice these exercise at home with children just
like we practice “Stop, Drop and Roll” for fires and “Never talk
to strangers.”
NEVER approach a dog without permission from the dog’s
owner. This applies to all dogs, no matter if they are
leashed, unleashed, behind fences, tied/chained up or
in a car. If there is no owner to ask, then the child
should definitely not pet the dog!
ALWAYS let the dog approach the child. If the dog doesn’t
approach, then the dog does not want to interact.
Forcing an interaction can lead to a defensive bite.
Accepting this and respecting the dog’s space will
protect the child from a bite. This goes for strange
dogs as well as dogs the child knows. Most bites are
inflicted by dogs the child knows.
If a child sees a loose dog outdoors, he or she needs to alert an
adult right away. Contact the police and animal control
immediately. Dogs need to be under control at all times by law.
If a loose dog approaches a child, the child needs to stand
perfectly still, fold arms across the chest and look at the sky,
learning to “Be A Tree.” The dog will be more likely to sniff
and go away if the child is “boring.” If the child is running,
squealing, staring at the dog or reaching out to pet it, he or she is
more likely to be bitten. If a dog should approach a child on a
bicycle, the child should get off and keep the bike between him
or her and the dog at all times. If a dog approaches the child on
foot, the child should keep any thing possible between him or
her and the dog like a back pack, a jacket wadded up or a doll. If
the dog bites at the child, he or she should “feed” the dog the
item and not make a sound. A child should never try to hit the
dog or run away.
If a dog knocks a child down, he or she should curl into a ball
with arms over head and neck. This is "Be a Rock."
Children should NEVER play chase games with dogs. Even
though it is fun for the child, running is over stimulating for
most dogs and can trigger dogs’ predatory instincts. If the dog

is being chased, it is trying to get away from the child. The dog
is trying to say, “Leave me alone. I do not want to play with
you. I am afraid.”
Dogs do not like to be hugged! Even though this is instinct for
people to show affection, it is a very rude and invasive thing for
most dogs, causing them to feel trapped. A dog’s only way to
protect itself is to growl or bite.
“Let sleeping dogs lie.” Children should NEVER try to make a
dog move out of a sleeping space; this can be taken as a threat.
Dogs should have a “safe haven” all their own where the
children are not allowed to go or disturb the dog. For many
dogs, this can be a crate; many dogs will retreat there when they
need a break. If a child wakes a dog suddenly, it can startle the
dog and cause a bite.
Leave dogs alone when they are eating or playing with a toy.
Children can relate to stories about not wanting to share an ice
cream cone or a favorite toy.
If a dog takes an object from a child, the child should relinquish
the item and get an adult for help. No item is worth risking a
bite over. Trying to “protect” the item from the dog can look
like a game to the dog and encourage the dog to wrestle to get it.
Trying to pull an item back from the dog feels like a game of
Tug-o-War.
Adults need to model good behavior for children to learn by
example. If adults play rough games, treat dogs roughly or do
not follow the above rules, it is highly unlikely children will
follow those rules. Make sure to reward your child for making
“safe choices”!
………

Thank you PETCO for your
ongoing support of Poodle Rescue
of New England and its mission.
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Trends in Veterinary Medicine by Nancy Kay, DVM ©
Dr Kay, author of Speaking for Spot: Be the Advocate Your Dog Needs to Live a Happy, Healthy, Longer Life, has graciously granted
permission for PRNE to reprint her informative article. Dr. Kay’s extensive credentials follow:
Diplomate, American College of Veterinary Internal Medicine; Recipient, Leo K. Bustad Companion Animal Veterinarian of the
Year Award; Recipient, American Animal Hospital Association Animal Welfare and Humane Ethics Award; Recipient, Dog Writers
Association of America Award for Best Blog; Recipient, Eukanuba Canine Health Award; Recipient, AKC Club Publication
Excellence Award; Author. For more information, visit her website: <http://www.speakingforspot.com>
Just as human docs are seeing more patients with diabetes, so
too are veterinarians. A first-of-its-kind study conducted by
Banfield Pet Hospital (a corporation with more than 770
veterinary hospitals) documents rises in the incidence of
diabetes, dental disease, flea infestations, ear infections, and
intestinal parasites. Banfield collected their data from a
whopping 2.1 million dogs and 450,000 cats seen during 2010,
and then released it as a document called “State of Pet Health
2011 Report.” The entirety of this report is available via the
Banfield website.
Here are some highlights from this study:
-Dental disease was the most common medical condition
reported. In fact, 78 percent of dogs and 68 percent of cats
over three years of age had some form of dental disease. The
top five dog breeds most likely to develop periodontal disease
included the Toy Poodle, Yorkshire Terrier, Maltese,
Pomeranian, and Shetland Sheepdog (it’s a given that small
breed dogs have a higher incidence of dental disease than
medium and large breed dogs).
-Otitis externa (infection or inflammation of the external ear
canal) was the second most common disease, found in 15.8
percent of dogs and 7.4 percent of cats.
-There has been a 32 percent increase in canine diabetes and a
16 percent increase in feline diabetes compared to data
collected in 2006.
-Obesity ranked in the top five diagnoses for dogs and in the
top three diagnoses for cats. This may, in part, explain why
the prevalence of diabetes is increasing.
-The incidence of flea infestation has increased 16 percent in
dogs and 12 percent in cats; rather surprising given the fact
that flea control products have been steadily evolving.
-One of the top three diseases found in dogs examined in
Banfield hospitals located within the Southern United States was
heartworm disease (detected in 6.7 percent of dogs examined).
-Cats in 2010 more frequently test positive for roundworms,
hookworms and whipworms (all intestinal parasites)
compared to cats evaluated in 2006. Canine hookworms and
whipworms have also increased during this same time period.
-Small breed dogs are gaining in popularity. Chihuahuas
represented a whopping 8 percent of Banfield’s patient population.
This represents a 116 percent increase when comparing data
between 2000 and 2010. Labrador Retrievers remained the most
common dog breed among Banfield patients, but their numbers
decreased by 20 percent between 2000 and 2010.

-The number of feline vet clinic visits is declining. In 2006
Banfield veterinarians examined 5.3 dogs for every feline
visit. The current ratio is 6.6 dogs for every one kitty.
Dr. Jeffrey Klausner is the chief medical officer for Banfield. He
expresses concern about the rise in some of the preventable
diseases mentioned above and he states, “I just can’t help but
wonder if there is a correlation between the increase and
prevalence of these diseases and the decreasing visits to
veterinarians.”
The stated purpose of the Banfield study is to help the veterinary
profession gain a better understanding of the state of pet health
in the United States, especially in light of many recent reports
indicating a decline in veterinary visits. Dr. Klausner hopes that
the Banfield analysis will help veterinarians develop strategies to
improve patient care. The decline in vet clinic visits may
correlate with the relatively newer knowledge that core
vaccinations (rabies, distemper, parvovirus) need not be given
annually. It appears that some folks view vaccines to be the
primary reason for vet clinic visits and ignore the importance of
an annual physical examination. Several studies are currently
underway to try to understand why feline veterinary clinic visits
have declined so dramatically.
Kudos to Banfield Pet Hospital for orchestrating this
monumental study. What a great way to give back to the
profession. The Banfield data underscores the importance of
annual visits to the vet (whether or not vaccinations are due) and
discussion of preventive health care. When did you and your pet
last visit your vet for an annual physical examination? Did you
discuss dental disease, flea control, or weight management for
your pet?
Best wishes for good health,
Nancy Kay, DVM

Good News!
Poodle Rescue of New England recently joined Dr. Kay’s
Speaking for Spot Gives Back Program to support non
profit rescue organizations like PRNE
Click HERE to purchase Speaking for Spot and to benefit
PRNE through your purchase.
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Did You Know?

See page 11 for what you can do.
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A Call for Action on HB 1445
What’s wrong with this picture?
In Massachusetts, people who breed and sell dogs and cats for profit are not regulated. If House Bill 1445 passes, only
nonprofit organizations that rescue abused and unwanted animals will be regulated.
MA House Bill 1445, pushed by dog breeders, would subject nonprofit animal shelters and rescue groups to increased
regulation by the Department of Agriculture. But incredibly, it doesn’t apply to breeders, who keep many animals and
transport some across state lines for breeding, exhibition and sale. How can that be?
When animals are used for profit, there’s all the more reason for oversight to protect them from unsafe, unsanitary and
inhumane conditions and practices. Fact is, dogs and cats who can’t be sold, exhibited or bred are among those left homeless.
Some suffer the horrible consequences of neglect because to their owners, they’re just commodities. Shelters and rescue
groups heal these broken animals at substantial expense. Making it more difficult for nonprofit shelters and rescue groups to
operate, while leaving breeders unregulated, is good for breeders. Every animal adopted is one less sold! But it’s bad for dogs
and cats, and the kind people who’d rather rescue than buy them.
House Bill 1445 is unfair and unbalanced. It discriminates against the nonprofit organizations that rescue, heal, shelter and
find homes for unwanted and abused animals.

Act Now to Protect the Protectors of Dogs and Cats!
WHAT TO DO
• Find your State (Beacon Hill) Representative: <http://www.malegislature.gov/People/FindMyLegislator> OR 1-800-3926090.
• Call, fax or visit during business hours. Emails are not as effective.
• If you get voicemail, just say, “I urge the Representative to defeat House Bill 1445. I’m NAME, and I live at ADDRESS.”
Then call again till you speak with an aide.
• If you email, put this in the subject line: Constituent Opposes H1445.
• Encourage other animal lovers to contact their State Reps! Breeders have mobilized to pass this self-serving legislation.
Without every caring voice, they will win. And animals will lose.
WHAT TO SAY TO YOUR STATE REP (OR AN AIDE)
• In your words: “I oppose House Bill 1445. It regulates nonprofit animal shelters, whose sole mission is animal welfare, but
not breeders who keep many animals for profit—and transport some across state lines. This creates an unfair double
standard that will hurt animals and the good people who rescue them.”
• “Please defeat this bill or amend it to regulate breeders too. I’ll be following it

………

Show me the enforced laws of a state for the prevention of cruelty to animals
and I in turn will give you a correct estimate of the refinement, enlightenment,
integrity and equity of that commonwealth's people. ~ L.T. Danshiell
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SUMMER
SCENES
Carlo in flight

G

Cricket on Cadillac Mountain

A
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Bongo enjoys a good roll.

L
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Greta enjoys the beach.
Carlo and Micah sunbathe.

Ace and Dallas consider a swim.

Petunia sniffs the flowers.
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Upcoming Events
2012 PRNE Raffle Fundraiser!
Poodle Rescue Picnic 2011

ALL PROCEEDS BENEFIT POODLE RESCUE OF NEW
ENGLAND

Sunday, October 2, 11am – 3 pm

Raffle Tickets $5 each or 5 for $20 - Drawing will be held on
April 29, 2012

Borderland State Park

1ST Prize: 7 Nights at Summertime Cottages in Bar Harbor, ME:
www.summertimebarharbor.com

http://www.mass.gov/dcr/parks/borderla
nd/direction.htm

2nd Prize: A Weekend at Two Cats Bed & Breakfast
in Bar Harbor, ME
3rd Prize: A Set of Bose IE2 Headphones
Contact us at poodlerescuene@rcn.com for details and tickets

The 13th Annual Pet Rock Festival Sunday, Sept. 11, 2011
Quinsigamond Community College in Worcester
Noon to 5 p.m.
Tickets: $13 for adults and $5 for kids under 12
Brought to us by “Top Dog” sponsor TD Bank, Pet Rock will once again feature all your favorites: live music, the Adoptable
Pet Parade, a Cat Photo Contest, vegetarian food, kids rides, speakers and 100s of animal related vendors and organizations.
This year, Mass Vest-a-Dog is hosting a “Tribute to 9-11,” which will include demonstrations and representatives from local
police departments, rescue organizations, therapy dogs and more.
For more information, visit: http://www.petrockfest.org/

WHO WE ARE
Newsletter Committee: Mahala Beams, editing and layout;
Amanda Lion; Alice O’Connor; and Kim Rosen
Board of Directors: Merrilea Agostino, Anne Aronson,
Amanda Lion, Amy Moore, and Gayle Morelli
Please be sure PRNE has your email address so we can let
you know when the latest issue of Renaissance Poodles is
available on line.
For more information on Poodle Rescue of New England,
please visit our website: www.poodlerescuene.org

Greta
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